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Riot erupts over change shortage
Storm breaks in Cincinnati

after arrival of Postage Currency

By Fred L. Reed III
Copyright 1988, 2006 All Rights Reserved

T HE 300TH ISSUE OF HARPER'S WEEKLY, "A JOURNAL of
Civilization," appeared September 27, 1862. On the front page of
the six-cent tabloid was an artistic rendering of the Ohio River's
big bend from the hillsides opposite Cincinnati in Kentucky.

Ohio's Queen City was a metropolis, the largest west of the Allegheny
Mountains.

The broad, bustling Ohio River swept off to the artist's right, to the
north and east. The watery highway was full of river traffic which made the
City of Cincinnati thrive. The community itself appears idyllic, majestic
church spires climbing the rolling hills stepped back from the river's banks.
But this placid view of the Queen City atmosphere shown in the artist's draw-
ing belied the truth of the difficulties and turmoil being experienced by the
majority of Cincinnati's citizens.

Just a few, short weeks later Cincinnati would experience a major mob
scene as frustration gave vent to wrath. It took the United States Army to quell
the disturbance. The cause of this riot? Something as simple as a shortage of
small change. Engulfed by major economic turmoil, the masses had been cir-
culating postage stamps for months before Congress belatedly sanctioned this
expedient July 17, 1862, with an authorization to issue Postage Currency.

The Scott catalog (Specialized Catalogue of United States Stamps, now pro-
duced by Coin World's parent company Amos Press Inc.) has long contended
that this emission "was not money, but a means of making stamps negotiable."
In fact, these notes do clearly state on their face that they were "receivable for
Postage Stamps at any Post Office."

Other writers have held that these small notes, the Postage Currency
itself, was issued "illegally" since the act referred to stamps not "Postage
Currency" notes.

Charles Magnus' colored lithograph,
"Birds Eye View of Cincinnati," shows
the Civil War era city from the heights
behind Newport, Ky., across the Ohio
River. Cincinnati was vulnerable to
Confederate raiders and a large contin-
gent of U.S. troops was stationed
there. Although Copperhead sympa-
thies also ran rampant there, it was
mob violence set off by insufficient
supplies of postage currency that
brought the troops into action in
November 1862.
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U.S. Treasurer Francis E. Spinner
invented the Postage Currency by
pasting regular postage stamps on let-
terhead stationery. These rare proto-
types are from the Crofoot items at
the Smithsonian Institution.

Highly favorable substitute

But such analysis fails to make sense. Postage Currency was a highly
favorable change substitute. In fact, it was as "good as gold," because by the
precise language of the enabling legislation it was receivable for customs duties
and other obligations due to the United States. Although all the greenbacks
were good for those "other" obligations, only Demand Notes and Postage
Currency were good for import duties. That is a significant difference, as we
shall see.

Its as if no commentator ever bothered to turn these notes over, since
this provision is clearly spelled out on their backs. Postage Currency states in
part: "Receivable in payment of all dues to the U. States (sic) less than Five
Dollars."

This provision was a natural downward extension of the preferential
treatment originally accorded the Demand Notes (i.e. receivable for customs)
vis a vis the subsequently authorized United States Notes, the legal tender
greenbacks. Because of this, Postage Currency extended the opportunity to
pay taxes, fines, purchases of public lands, customs and other duties due to the

central government downward to the least citi-
zen in the land, since they were legally equiva-
lent to the Demand Notes and specie in small
sums. (note: Demand Notes were printed in
denominations down to $5)

These equivalency provisions, which legal-
ly made paper equal to gold and silver in the
payment of customs, were dropped from the
better thought out and framed Fractional
Currency legislation which provided a substitute
currency for the Postage Currency the follow-
ing year.

But for that year, that difference was
etched in law, and it contributed to the mone-
tary difficulties experienced in Cincinnati and
elsewhere. Legally, Postage Currency really
was a substitute for the silver fractions of a dol-
lar that it was supposed to replace. I find it
remarkable that this important distinction has
escaped numismatists for so long. In fact, no
author in the past century and a quarter since
these notes hit the streets has mentioned it!

Early lack of success

However, this was vital, and contributed greatly to the lack of success the
Postage Currency experienced. That difference could surely not have escaped
the notice of the frugal Yankee merchants, bankers, and capitalists who queued
up to receive their shares of such notes. And in fact, it did not escape the astute
commercial minds of the time. Both Demand Notes AND Postage Currency
sold at premiums in excess of convenience percentages, precisely because they
were pegged to specie.

The premium on Postage Currency led to its hoarding and speculation.
Both activities kept large amounts of this currency out of circulation. So the
provisions of the unwitting and hastily framed legislation under which Postage
Currency was emitted precluded Postage Currency from doing the job it was
created to do: circulate and remedy the change crisis.

This is but one example of bureaucratic bungling in which the solution
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Collectors know that Postage Currency
was an expedient to replace fractional
silver coins which had fled from active
circulation. The notes copied then
current postage stamp designs.

exacerbated the problem. In the exigency of the times, there were others.
Today we know this phenomenon as the "theory of unintended consequences."
People in Cincinnati and elsewhere in 1862 knew it intimately in the hardships
of their daily lives. The sum of these effects were that things were not going
very well commercially in Cincinnati in the summer of 1862, despite the fact
that business was booming with wartime activity.

Adding to the problem of the central government's bungling in monetiz-
ing stamps, which led directly to the Postage Currency, private printing con-
tractors were slow to ramp up supplies. Most Paper Money readers know that at
the time the U.S. government did not have its own security engraving and
printing capacity. It relied on outside firms. Manufacturing of the small
Federal bills proceeded inexorably slowly. Both officers of the American Bank
Note and National Bank Note Companies in New York City, and the Federal
officials in Washington, D.C. deserve concurrent shares of this blame.

Postage stamp frenzy

Because of the tardiness of the promised Postage
Currency relief, the public continued to buy excessive amounts
of regular postage stamps to pass as change. Postal officials
were disconcerted as daily sales mounted to unprecedented
levels. Sales in Cincinnati directly attributable to stamp pur-
chases for change were reliably estimated at $50,000 for the
months of July, August and September, 1862. Postal officials
sought to curtail this run on their postage stamp stocks, but
with little success.

By early October Cincinnati newspapers were decrying
this state of affairs. "The use of postage stamps as a circulating
medium will undoubtedly soon be checked," the Daily
Enquirer postulated hopefully while reporting the most recent
Washington actions to curb stamp sales.

The Post Office Department had just issued a series of
directives to local postal officers to crack down on what it
deemed the prevalent reuse of stamps on letters in the prepay-
ment of postage. Because most stamps were soiled from cur-
rency use, unscrupulous persons were attempting to remove
postally-cancelled stamps, and reaffix them to letters in the
hopes that one dirty stamp would look pretty much like anoth-
er to the Post Office.

Not so, the Post Office officials in Washington claimed,
warning that letters deemed fraudulently sent would wind up
undelivered in the Dead Letter office. And ALL dirty stamps
were suspect and susceptible to repudiation by the Post Office,

the account warned.
The remainder of the Enquirer report was a long, plaintive summary of

the Queen City's experience with postage stamps as currency. An estimated
$50,000 in postage stamps was in circulation there, the newspaper opined.
They had been used for everything from food, to drinks, to cigars.

"For the past few months stamps have been so extensively circulated as a
substitute for small change that they are now found in everybody's pockets,"
the newspaper said. "These have been given a wide range by our merchants,
and all alike have received them in large and small quantities. No matter what
you purchased, you are bound to receive as change these sticking plasters.

"And they have proved themselves by no means a convenient substitute,"
the account continued. By constant use they easily become torn and soiled,
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and the unfortunate possessor is compelled to pocket the losses."
Cincinnati officials received supplies of the fractionals but slowly, and

then only in small quantities. The arrival of the long-promised notes was so
long delayed and so slow, in fact, that in early November 1862, the receipt of
but a small amount at the city's Customs House set off a full scale riot after
most of the amassed crowd (quickly turned to a mob) failed to receive any notes
at all.

So scarce were these notes that Postage Currency was being sold at 5 to
10 percent premium by the city's bankers. "To exchange a dollar bill," one of
the local newspapers complained, "you must lay it nearly all out." Large firms
brought in large quantities of the Postage Currency from the East, but even
they paid it out at 12.5 to 15 percent advances. These notes were no help to
the public.

A frustrated customs collector, Enoch Carson, who was charged with dis-
tributing the small quantities to be officially released in that city, put up a large
sign: "NO MORE Postal Currency At Present. Until more
comes, no use making Inquiry."

Money substitutes

Stamps were being pressed into circulation in other ways,
too. The Cincinnati Customs House was only two doors from
John Shillito's famous store. His Cincinnati encased postage
stamps remain as evidence that Carson's sign was up more than
it was down -- at least in those fateful months of 1862. Shillito
was not alone. Four (not five, as author Amold Perl has writ-
ten) Queen City dry goods establishments, Shillito's included,
took money matters into their own hands and commissioned
John Gault's private currency medium. Harpel, a Cincinnati
printer, made up small envelopes to preserve the stamps while
in circulation.

There are other evidences, of course, of the small change
crisis. The Cincinnati City Council debated the feasibility and
legality of issuing a municipal fractional scrip, while the city
staggered commercially under the oppression of an uncertain
Federal fractional note supply. In the end the local politicians
chose inaction, citing the state law against issuing such notes.

But as delay mounted upon delay, and excuse upon
excuse, the city's merchants could wait no longer in providing
themselves with a small change medium with which to continue
their business. While several opted for the encased stamps, oth-
ers issued private scrip. Most turned to the city's local die sinkers. They com-
missioned cent substitutes, which quickly became ubiquitous in the summer of
1862, but these small coppers could not remedy the crying need for silver
change.

The Postage Currency finally debuted on Aug. 21, but it was more than
two weeks later before supplies were generally forth- coming (even New York
City had to wait until Sept. 8th to receive its first supply). By the end of
September nearly $800,000 of the currency had been released. But by Oct. 7
only ONE small distribution had been made in the Queen City. This "had not
afforded any relief from the inconvenience attending the scarcity of silver," the
Daily Enquirer complained.

The rush is on

The change-starved public reacted like dehydrated race horses smelling

Washington law makers hastily pre-
pared legislation authorizing the
Postage Currency. In their haste they
made the paper scrip legally equivalent
to specie. This redemption clause
caused the notes to be hoarded and sold
at a premium just like their coinage
counterparts. Thus they were doomed
to interrupted circulation and did not
prove to be the remedy to the small
change shortage they were designed to
be. The defective redemption provision
was remedied by subsequent legislation
authorizing Fractional Currency.
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Postage Currency was so scarce in
Cincinnati in fall-winter 1862 that
these notes were being sold at 5- to 10-
percent premium by the city's bankers.
Large merchants caught on quickly.
They imported quantities of notes
directly from the East and hawked them
at 12.5- to 15-percent advances.

water when the opportunity to acquire some of the small fractional notes pre-
sented itself. On Oct. 7 rumors circulated that another $8,000 in Postage
Currency was available for distribution. People bolted from the starting gate.

Under the headline, "The Rush for Postal Change," the Enquirer report-
ed that the notes "created an excitement with the retail dealers, who have been
suffering for the lack of small change, and the rush at the commencement of
business at the Customs House was overwhelming."

Supplies were rationed to $5 per person. Think of that, only 1,600 indi-
viduals could be accommodated in a city of 160,000 people. Even then one
greedy soul boasted he had obtained five times the specified amount. The
Enquirer said that he must have spent the entire day standing in line to amass
his small sums.

Alas, by nightfall the entire amount was gone, but not before the small
change furor had exceeded the woes of the coal famine of the previous winter.
The Postage Currency supply had failed to meet even one-tenth of the
demand, the paper said. This rush for postage notes was only a prelude of what

was to come.
In dire straits, the merchants of Cincinnati sought

sympathetic ears in Washington, D.C. Forty thousand
Cincinnatians relied on retail trade, and several of the
mercantile members of the City Council estimated losses
due to the inability to make change at $100,000 to half a
million dollars.

One of the activist members of the city council,
inventor and manufacturer Alexander Latta, suggested that
they simply descend on Washington as a group and
remind the President, the Secretary of the Interior, and
the Attorney General about political realities. All three,
Abraham Lincoln, Caleb Smith and Edward Bates, were
westerners likely to be sympathetic to the needs of their
suffering Republican brethren.

"Mr. Latta wanted the Committee to go to
Washington and inquire of Messrs. Lincoln, Smith and
Bates if they had forgotten where they came from, and if
from the West, why [more Postage Currency] had not
been sent out here. We should demand that our share of
the postal currency be sent West," Latta said.

Fellow Ohioan Salmon P. Chase held the Treasury
Secretary portfolio at the time, and the remonstrances of
local merchant and banker John W. Ellis and others for
relief finally met with some success. On Oct. 10, Chase
directed that a special shipment of $10,000 in Postage
Currency be sent to Cincinnati, according to an entry in

his personal diary.
Unfortunately, such a sum was merely another drop in the bucket. The

meagerness of the sum in the face of the severity of the problem, only exacer-
bated local opinion. Citizens felt like salt had been poured on civic wounds.

The situation was bleak, the newspaper said. Postage Currency was in
such short supply that, for example, the Pendleton Street Car Co. was giving
only 30 cents in Postage Currency in change for a five-cent ride when payment
was made with a 50-cent Postage Currency note.

The "crying scarcity of small change continued." The use of postage
stamps had failed. The issue of Postage Currency was yet to get off the ground
in a meaningful way. Local businessmen professed the "disposition. . .to reme-
dy the evil by issuing checks," the newspaper reported Oct. 19.

Although state law prohibited the issue of such shinplasters, private
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The Fractional Currency
Collectors Board (FCCB)
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resourcefulness filled the void. The newspaper recounted the state of affairs:
"As a last resort, hotel keepers, merchants and others are inclined to adopt the
alternative of flooding the market with 'Good for Ten Cents' pasteboard."
Even members of the City Council were issuing such change checks in connec-
tion with their business interests. "There is no law against necessity," one of
their number opined. Circulation was extensive. Cincinnatian Henry Clay
Ezekiel listed nearly 100 varieties of cardboard chits alone.

Newspaper endorsement

22

Introduction of hundreds of millions of
dollars in fiat legal tender notes created
inflation. As the value of these notes
sunk the value of Postage Currency,
which was tied to Demand Notes and
specie by their redemption clause, rose.
Eventually, in places like Cincinnati this
premium reached 20% and more.
Holders of the scarce notes available
were naturally reluctant to part with
them.

Treating the situation realistically, the Enquirer editor agreed with his
change-strapped fellow citizens. "The necessity of change is imperative," he
wrote. "As all other sources have failed, the inevitable result must be the intro-

duction of the shinplaster system."
The Enquirer endorsement, however, was

couched in rhetoric. "There is undoubtedly consider-
able silver in the market, which is kept out of circula-
tion on account of the high premium demanded," it
noted. If everyone concerned generally accepted that
commercial premium on specie and received and paid
it out based on its advanced value, coinage might
return to its purpose, the paper suggested. "This
method, if universally adopted, would soon remedy, to
a great extent, the inconvenience arising from a scarci-
ty of change," the publication added. Unfortunately,
that simple expedient, which was also proposed by
Horace Greeley in New York and other editors, never
materialized.

Having covered their bases, the newspaper's
publishers Faran and McLean could not help but be
more than a little biased by such small change propos-
als. They were hardly disinterested parties to the out-
come of the discussion. Beginning in mid-October,
the newspaper actively solicited shinplaster job print-
ing for Hart and Co., a subsidiary located in their
basement.

Although Cincinnati was THE major Western
city of the time (Chicago not excepted), it was being
overlooked by officials in the East, Queen City mer-
chants and public alike felt. Even while Washington
bureaucrats kept promising that the pace of Postage

Currency distribution would be quickened, the minute quantities of Federal
fractionals seemingly dried up before reaching commercial channels.

The situation continued to deteriorate. Weeks later the problem was no
better. In fact, with the passage of time and no substantial relief, the mess
became undoubtedly worse. A frustrated Customs Collector, Enoch Carson,
representative of the government and its depositary, found in necessary to take
the offensive.

Officially it was maintained that production was earmarked one-third for
New York City, one-third for Boston, and one-third for the Western regions.
Although that distribution plan might have been equitable on paper, it was not
working in fact. By the end of October only $8,000 had gone to Wheeling,
WV.; only $8,000 had been received in Pittsburgh; and only $25,000 had
reached Cincinnati.

Cincinnati could no longer survive on promises from Washington.
Hounded by local businessmen, harassed by the public and local newspaper
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editors alike, Customs Collector Enoch Carson took matters into his own
hands. Unheralded, he boarded a train Oct. 26 destined for Washington to
attempt to shake loose some of the rationed official change notes for his fellow
Cincinnatians.

The Depositary's trip to Washington was a great success. Carson
returned to the Queen City acclaimed as a virtual conquer-
ing hero on Nov. 1st. The Cincinnati Daily Enquirer spot-
lighted his successful return in the following day's newspa-
per. "He [Carson] has succeeded in obtaining a promise
that $25,000 of the change should be sent to Cincinnati at
an early period of this week. When it arrives it will be dis-
tributed as soon as the necessary arrangements can be
made," the paper reported excitedly.

In an interview with the newspaper, Carson said similar commer-
cial disarray was disrupting New York, Philadelphia and elsewhere.
Contrary to rumors circulating in the press, he said, stepped up pro-
duction of the Postage Currency had not happened as yet. The high-
est production day to that time had been but $27,000. Still officials in
Washington and New York were promising that the pace would be
quickened imminently to $100,000 daily, Carson told the reporter.

Even with the promised new shipment, Carson informed the press that
he would be forced to limit quantities to $5 per individual. Even then, the
paper claimed, the promised $25,000 amount would go a long way to easing
the scarcity of money in the marketplace.

At that time the paper's "Commercial Intelligence" quoted silver at 23-24
percent premium for half dollars and quarter dollars in Cincinnati (the same
premium as Demand Notes, by the way), and 18 percent for smaller silver frac-
tions. But at those rates the largest holders were only rebuilding their stocks of
specie; none was flowing into the marketplace because the sharpest financial
minds were not selling. They fully expected the rates to go higher still.

The limited amount of Postage Currency in circulation in the
Queen City was causing "serious inconveniences. . .as the mer-
chants refuse to change a bill if less than 50 cents worth is pur-
chased, and in some cases 75 cents worth," the newspaper report-
ed.

The paper's commercial writer whetted readers' appetites
when he predicted that Carson would release the newly acquired
$25,000 in Postage Currency within a day or two. This report only
fueled already overheated consumers. Expectations rose.

As the big day approached, the city's populace peaked at a fever pitch of
excitation. Twenty-five thousand dollars in new Postage Currency would dou-
ble overnight the stock already released in their city. As the day of deliverance
approached, conversations in saloon and salon alike turned increasingly to that
topic. There was little else of such great import to the public's mind. Not
even war news from "the front" came so readily into public discussions.

The expectation built like that before a summer thunderstorm which
would finally douse an extended drought. Candidates for the currency (and
that included everyone) could think of little else.

The storm breaks

Heavens opened and the storm broke on Nov. 4th. It was a day that few
who experienced it would soon forget. The electricity that had been generated
by want and built up by three months of privation broke loose all at once in a
savage fury.

"Yesterday was a day of excitement in Cincinnati, the like of which has

Postage stamps were an inadequate
means of making change, but as an
emergency expedient were pressed into
circulation in Cincinnati and elsewhere.

John Shillito's dry goods emporium was
only two doors from the Cincinnati
Customs House where Postage
Currency was being paid out, but prox-
imity proved no remedy to the retailer's
change problems. Shillito and three
other firms took matters into their own
hands and circulated their own stamp
money. Shillito paid out about $1,000
face value of this small change.
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not been known in this city for many years," the Daily Enquirer reported Nov.
5 under a banner, I2-deck headline, headed:

"The Small Change Panic In Cincinnati,"
The tenor and flavor of the report is captured by some of the read out

headlines pitched beneath that squealer:
"5,000 Citizens Demand Postal Currency

At the Custom-House Yesterday
"United States Troops Called Into Service

to Quell the Excitement
"The Collector Disburses $15,000

"Compelled to Stop Distribution and
Appeals to City Council to Relieve Him

"No More Currency to be Distributed Today"
Given its pandering headline, "Apprehensions of a Rito," the newspaper's

account opened in an understated fashion. "There is no concealing the fact
that the small change panic absorbs the attention of all classes of citizens, and
the inconveniences, under which particularly the retail trade and laboring class-
es labor, have led to a great deal of clamoring for change," the Enquirer said.

The Collector's office, at the Customs House, has been besieged daily to
the most provoking degree. In church or bed, on the street or in the office,

there are cormorants for postal currency, begging for five
dollars' worth or Uncle Sam's change. The annoyance is

e: without parallel, and the demand is greater than it was three
ti months since,. . ." the report continued.
0
	 What had happened simply put is that the crowd,

numbering 5,000 to 8,000, had descended on poor Enoch
Carson en masse in a virtual carnival atmosphere.
Expectations were high; deliverance was nigh.

• To control such a vast crowd, a special chute bad been
constructed to funnel people single file past tellers' cages.
The early birds must have been jubilant to finally get the
promised Postage Currency into their clutches.

But after hours and hours of paying out $5 sums,
apprehension overtook those still standing in line awaiting
their turn at the cashier's cage. Tension prevailed. The day
wore long; the crowd's mood turned ripe, then ugly.

Collector Carson rationed out the aforementioned
$15,000 in small amounts by late afternoon, and yet much
less than half of the crowd had been supplied.
Disappointment loomed on the horizon for many. Most of
the crowd had been standing in the street all day long
patiently awaiting their opportunity to acquire the precious
slips of paper specie. Now fears that the Postage Currency
would all be gone before they got to the tellers' cages started
to sink in.

The crowd's mood turned ugly. They crushed forward
and mobbed the Customs House. Collector Carson, who
had started out the day as the public's savior, had suddenly

Although yellowed newspapers don't once again resumed the position as the object of their scorn.
reproduce well, it is apparent from the

	 The din in the street grew louder and more demanding.
12 headline decks with which the

	 Carson terminated his disbursement, closed his doors, and drew his

something rather major was amiss in
the Queen City.

story of the Postage Currency riot that
Cincinnati Daily Enquirer reported the

siege.

shades. Then the mob actually turned violent, their expectations having been
crushed with cruel disappointment once again. The mob shouted and railed
against Carson. Then they turned upon the Customs House itself and laid
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annoyance is without a parallel, and, not-
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than has been received by any other Western
city, the demand is greater than it was three
months since.

Mr. Carson bearing indirectly that the
Government was issnine • larger supply
than the public knew, $55,000 daily, and
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Calling out the Army

Carson, a Federal official, summoned the Army for protection. A large
contingent under the command of Gen. Lew Wallace (who would later write
the famous novel Ben Thir) had been stationed in the city to protect Cincinnati
from the depredations of Morgan's Confederate raiders. Now the Army found
itself obligated to defend Federal property from its own citizens.

"The United States troops called into service to keep the excited popu-
lace at bay, were forced to use the bayonet to prevent the disorderly crowd
from breaking into the Customs House," the newspaper reported in its typical-
ly understated style.

"The people clamored: loudly, and openly declared
that there was not fair play, although a single passage way
had been constructed for a procession to pass the window,
each passerby receiving his $5 worth of the currency."

The Daily Enquirer, which in some measure was cul-
pable in drumming up people's hopes, defended Carson's
actions. "Mr. Carson certainly has exhibited every disposi-
tion to accommodate this community," the publication
stressed. But Carson, himself, had enough of his "no-win"
position. Under the security of an armed guard, he
stormed into the City Council meeting, which even then
was debating measures to attempt to relieve the city's con-
tinuing small change woes.

On the table was another proposal for the city to issue
its own fractional notes. Carson punted. He offered the
council a quickly formulated plan: He would turn over to
the Council members most of the remaining $10,000 in
Postage Currency that he presently possessed. They would
then arrange for distribution within their own wards. "He
is exceedingly anxious to be relieved from the future distri-
bution of the postal funds at his office," the newspaper
emphasized.

After 100 days of continual frustration, recrimination,
and bodily threats, it's no wonder that this harried public
servant would "want out." Carson's plan-was a master
stroke. It directly answered two crying needs: (1)
Decentralizing the distribution which would diffuse massed
hysteria of the kind that had chased him from his office that

very day; and (2) Hopefully it would also defuse charges of favoritism in the
future, because then the council itself (the citizens' elected representatives)
could account to the public for the dispersal.

"The Council could then make a weekly statement to the public of the
amount [of Postage Currency] received and distributed, and all would be satis-
factory," Carson hoped.

His proposition would also have personal benefits, the Collector knew. If
the Council accepted, the buck-passing Customs Collector could extract him-
self from his predicament. He could no longer personally distribute the cur-
rency to the public, nor would he do so any more. He wished to be relieved of
the untenable position into which he had been thrust. "Our citizens need not;
therefore, call at the Customs House for Postal Currency. They will not get it
there," if the proposal were adopted, the Enquirer emphasized.

One can hardly blame Carson. The 24 Council members quashed
Carson's offer immediately. There was no way they were going to be caught
up in this sticky spider web. One can hardly blame them either. They were
not deaf to the roars of the dissatisfied and unruly mob. They had more per-

"Yesterday was a day of excitement in
Cincinnati, the like of which has not
been known in this city for many
years," the newspaper account of the
Postage Currency riot begins. "There is
no concealing the fact that the small
change panic absorbs the attention of
all clases of citizens ..."
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sonally at stake than their political futures. After all -- those were real steel
bayonets the troops had mustered. Would they arrive quickly enough the next
time demand exceeded supply? Council members wondered.

The newspaper's gentile account of the Council's polite refusal leaves
much unsaid between the lines: "The Trustees of the Council very politely
thanked Mr. Carson for the honor and confidence, but were positive in their
opposition to his proposition -- they were more favorable to going a fishing
than to perform such an onerous task. Mr. Carson received the Council's sym-
pathy, but no assistance was tendered."

Daunted, with the monkey still on his back, the government official
"retired to devise some other method, of which due notice will be given to the
public," the Enquirer informed its readers.

Carson's situation was tenuous, and he knew it. His predicament would-
n't just go away with time if he ignored it. The longer the conditions persisted
the worse they grew. It seemed to be an unending spiral: Bad to Worse to
Much Worse with no end in sight. The shortage of small change -- particular-
ly the cherished Postage Currency -- was a festering sore that affected the
whole community.

The riot's aftermath

Customs Collector Enoch Carson's mental state need not be guessed at.
In the Cincinnati Daily Enquirer of Nov, 7, 1862, under "Special Notices" he
placed this plaintive appeal: "POSTAGE CURRENCY: Persons are hereby
notified not to inclose money to me through the Post Office nor in any other
way, for Postage Currency. My present supply is about exhausted. The labor
of opening these letters and returning them is very great. I have not the cur-
rency to supply the one-hundredth part of the demand."

Carson then went further in his attempt to assuage public dissatisfaction.
The following day he dispatched a letter to the editor of the Enquirer explain-
ing his personal plight. "I am receiving hundreds of applications from our
business men, asking me to furnish them
with postal currency," Carson wrote. "The
supply of Postage Currency received by me
is totally inadequate to meet the tremen-
dous demand that is made upon me, for it."

mated that the pro rata share sent to him
for distribution up to that time would be
less than 5 cents, thus "it would be utterly
useless. . .to attempt to supply individual
applicants."

Carson asked the editor to reprint his response, which was done.
Publication of the copy of that letter by which he refused any further corre-
spondence regarding Postage Currency would have to suffice for everyone,
Carson wrote. He would answer no more inquiries. He no longer had the
time much less the energy to open his mail, let alone answer it!

Carson then hatched a revised plan to distribute Postage Currency. In
the future, he would not risk touching off another riot in the city. Thenceforth
-- "and until the supply becomes much greater than at present" -- distribution
would be to government officers first before disbursing ANY Postage Currency
to businessmen or the public.

This new program was simply a variation of the plan that the City
Council had rejected two days previously. First priority, according to Carson's

He also enclosed a copy of a letter he
had addressed to one of the principal busi- 	 TIMM

nesses in the community in which he esti-

Cincinnati commercial houses were
caught short by the overwhelming
dearth of government coins in circula-
tion AND the scarcity of the promised
Postage Currency remedy. Some like
the city's grand hotel, the Burnet
House, simply turned to the printing
press to supply this want.
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Early Postage Currency was perforated
similar to the postage stamps which the
issue copied. Penis allowed individual
notes to be separted from sheets.
However, these perforations were
abandoned as unnecessary in order to
save a step in production and speed up
circulation of the small notes.

reckoning, would be U.S. disbursing officers (paymasters, quartermasters,
Internal Revenue agents, and Postmasters); second would be the Ohio state
treasurer; third, county treasurers; and fourth, city treasurers. His plan pre-
cluded any further direct public involvement since the "supply at present is
quite inadequate to meet the demand of the above-named officers. . .They ask
for dollars, when I have but cents to give," Carson excused himself.

The federal official publicly begged the forgiveness and forbearance of
the business community and public. "I fully appreciate the inconvenience the
entire community experience for the want of small change to carry on business,
but it is out of my power to give the relief asked for."

He then explained his situation in detail: "As United States Depositary, I
am the only disbursing officer for the whole of the State of Ohio, and a great
part of Indiana; the country people and the citizens of other cities and towns in
these states, have equal claims with the citizens of Cincinnati for their share of

this currency.
"Every dollar received by me will be fairly distributed to

the people through their servants, as above. The whole
amount received by me up to the present date has been paid
out, except barely sufficient to carry on the business of this
office," Carson concluded.

Although Carson had somewhat diplomatically washed
his hands of the mess, the problem remained. As November
faded and December dawned, the small change problem was
still unresolved in Cincinnati. The man on the street was
reading about the increased production of Postage Currency
back East, but was complaining louder and louder that he was-
n't getting his share.

Joe Public's pleas caught the ears of the editor of the
Cincinnati Daily Enquirer. Regarding the distribution of
change and the government's intention to ensure equity, the
newspaper said: "It was not intended that one man should be
favored more than another, and yet there are thousands of our
citizens complaining that they can not be accommodated."

The newspaper editor then proposed a novel scheme.
The simple solution, he said, was for the government to turn
large quantities over to the street railroad companies in the
major cities and "let them circulate it. By that means every-
body would get a little, and the object of the issue would be
accomplished." Since major cities of that time, like Chicago
and New-Orleans, were literally surviving commercially by

using trolley tickets for change, his idea is not so outrageous as it might at first
seem.

A month after the Cincinnati Postage Currency riot, the Cincinnati Daily
Enquirer reported a familiar story. On Dec. 5 it asked: "There is an increasing
demand for small change in this community. If [the] Government is manufac-
turing $100,000 daily, would not one day's labor be of immense benefit to
Cincinnati?"

The interim solution in Cincinnati, as else where, continued to be private
enterprise to the rescue. In the Queen City as in many other communities
relief took the form of more private shinplasters. These cardboard, pasteboard
and paper promises to pay "were of all sizes, kinds, and conditions, from the
dimensions of a coal or milk ticket to that of a tradesman's business card," pio-
neer Cincinnati collector, Henry Clay Ezekiel, recounted. Many bore such
"denominations" as one load of coal, or one loaf of bread. Most were simply
produced, printed'in black ink on colored stock. A few were signed by the issu-
ing merchant; most were not.
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One particularly large emission was produced at Christmas time that year
by T.P. Saunders & Co., proprietors of the city's elegant Burnet House.
Their notes took the form of: "Cashier of the Burnet House: Pay
bearer Twenty-five (or other-denomination) Cents, when presented
in sums of even dollars. Cincinnati, December 26, 1862. No. (filled in
ink)." In the center of the note was a picture of the hotel. Note ends
were green with the denomination neatly engraved thereon, and a
small green border on the sides.

Although these notes may have facilitated holiday revelers, they
did not receive universal opprobrium. The Daily Enquirer editor, who had ably
demonstrated the resourcefulness to speak out of both sides of his mouth,
remonstrated: "We have before us one of a new brood of shinplasters that have
recently made their appearance among us. They were hatched
in a very respectable institution, one that is not in the practice
of putting on on its guests anything that is illegitimate, or not
worth what is paid for it.

"The thing before us is a neat affair, about two inches
wide, and four and a hair inches long & of tough tissue paper
far superior in quality to that of the Government Shinplasters.
. . .It does not look so bad. It is not, however, its looks that we
are after; it is something of more importance."

The problem, according to the newspaperman, "is a vio-
lation of law, and subjects those who have gotten it up and
issued it to criminal presentment. It is an example," he con-
tinued, "which, if permitted to pass unnoticed, will fill every
avenue of trade with spawns of worthless shinplasters, as
annoying as the vermin that drives sleep and rest from the
inmates of Camp Chase (an Army Prison).

"It will not do to say that the issuers are able to redeem it. If one is
allowed to issue such paper, everybody can do the same. We hope an immedi-
ate stop will be put to these issues by the public authorities. That is about the
only way the vermin can be killed," the columnist speculated.

Shortage continues

On top of small change riots, large numbers of copper store cards, and
encased postage stamps; such an outpouring of private small change notes five
months after the Postage Currency was created is yet another indication of the
extreme shortage of Federal fractionals in Cincinnati.

Like its counterparts in other change-starved sections of the country, the
Queen City was awash with IOUs, promises to pay, and other paper trash of
uncertain origin and value. Decrying the temporary relief these makeshifts
brought was simply crying "wolf' at the open, but empty chicken house door.

Another indication of the straits to which Cincinnati's commerce had
fallen, is that the postage stamps which had been rushed into circulation in
great numbers in July, August and September were still passing feebly in com-
merce in late 1862. It takes little imagination to envision what they looked like
by that time. Year's end brought a call for redemption of the soiled postage
stamps yet in circulation. Passed so extensively, they were certainly no longer
fit for postal service, and their minimal suitability as a stop gap currency had
long since passed.

About mid-December the Post Office announced postmasters would
begin redeeming stamps which had NOT been postally used. The original
plan was that sums up to $5 would be counted and redeemed on demand. But
the dilapidated condition of most of the stamps rendered quick decisions on
whether they had been used postally or not impossible. And the general crush

According to face of the Postage
Currency, these notes were to be "fur-
nished only by the Assistant Treasurers
and designated depositaries of the U.S."
In Cincinnati that meant Collector of
Customs Enoch Carson, who could
have-little suspected what turmoil he
would be in as a result of these small
notes. Evidence of his thankless job is
this public notice, which reads in part:
"I have not the Currency to supply the
one-hundredth part of the demand."

$.5fi per week net profits.—NEW ARTICLE. Every-
LI body must have it. Retails for $1 00. Exclu-

sive rights for Pale low. For terms &c., address'BAL-
SAM & SON. Haverhill, Mass.Massems"P. ' S. Samples for
Agents sent by mail for 30 cents, Postage Currency. Ad-
firms as above.
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In 1861 "Business Card" tokens
proliferated in Chicago, direct
evidence of the dearth of small
change in the West met by pri-
vate initiative. By 1862 this
need became prevalent in
Cincinnati leading to an unprece-
dented outpouring of cent substi-
tutes produced by local die sinkers
like William Lanphear for the busi-
ness community. Some writers
trace the outpouring of Civil War
storecards to the large issues in
the Queen City in 1862.

of individuals interested in liquidating their wads made this policy unworkable.
Reluctantly the Post Office faced up to the vast chore necessary to

redeem the stamps it had sold which had then passed against its wishes into
commerce. "There was a long line of people in waiting at the Post Office yes-
terday to redeem old stamps, according to the plan adopted by the
Postmaster," the Cincinnati Daily Enquirer reported in the days before
Christmas, 1862.

"A large number of the packages left on the day previous were redeemed
yesterday. The Post Office officials appear to be conducting the business with
commendable rapidity," the newspaper added hopefully.

However, the terms of redemption were still not widely known by the
community. As the redemption program became more generally known,
"longer lines of anxious persons will be seen waiting their turn, and it will be
necessary to increase the present facilities for this novel branch of the Post
Office business," the paper speculated, since "nearly all of our retail merchants
have small stocks of dilapidated gum backs on hand."

As word filtered down, redemption lines for the soiled postage stamps
strung out considerably. Postal officials adopted a "take a number" revolv-

ing door policy for anticipated January redemptions, according to a
public notice published Dec. 28.

With the recent riot still fresh in his memory, the
Cincinnati postmaster devised a plan to cut down on traffic at
his own doorstep. Only one redemption was allowed per any
"party, firm, or association." The person redeeming the soiled

stamps must sort them by denomination and segregate different
values in small parcels. The aggregate value claimed, along with

the claimant's name and address had to be placed on the outside of the
redemption envelope.

These envelopes were numbered, and a receipt bearing the same

number was given to the depositor. The depositor then waited until
official examination by postal workers confirmed the total sum of

0.4 the deposit. When this was done the number was posted on a
'cr,40.. bulletin board at the Post Office, and the individual could claim

Of course, any claim was subject to reduction for any
stamps deemed by postal officials to have already served

their intended postal purposes. Another stickler was
that payment was to be made in Postage Currency or
legal tender notes. The larger denomination bills
were available, but the fractions weren't. So the
individual could accept the odd-sums in what else? --
Of course, more postage stamps.

However, time and tide do move in the affairs of
men. Within a few weeks after New Year's Day, several

large shipments of additional Postage Currency turned the
corner in Cincinnati. By mid-January quantities of the paper
fractions were beginning to free commerce from its frozen con-
dition, which had mirrored the state of the ice clogged Ohio

River a few blocks south.
On Jan. 15, 1863, the Cincinnati Daily Enquirer reported a

commercial rumor under the heading "Whispered About" to the effect
that the Postage Currency was "becoming abundant." "There is little or no dif-
ficulty," the Enquirer said, "in getting a dollar bill changed for a purchase
amounting to only ten cents," the editor recounted jubilantly.

At the same time the newspaper urged the community to finally sweep
clean the litter of private shinplasters plaguing the city. "With such an existing
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state of things we see no reason why the individual shin plasters, issued by
almost everybody, should be tolerated in this community," the newspaper said.
Then the editor added ominously: "In fact we have heard it whispered about
that all who have been guilty of this violation of the law will be presented to the
Grand Jury at an early day."

Relief from the Postage Currency was short lived.
The virgin snows of winter are the sullied slush of March.
By springtime 1863 the large influx of small Federal bills
had quickly become the "stinking mass of paper" their
critics had predicted them to become. Even Cincinnati
residents were becoming sick of the Postage Currency
that they had taken to the Streets to obtain only months
earlier. Passed from hand to hand throughout the
inclement winter season, these small bills had suffered the
same fate as the stamps they had replaced. Postage
Currency became dirty wads in pockets and pocket books
alike.

The government knew it needed to implement a
currency exchange, but it also needed a ready replacement
for the notes it redeemed. After nearly a year of
intractable problems supplying small change it wouldn't
do to rock the boat prematurely. The Treasury
Department also had viewed the Post Office's recent
headaches in removing its postage stamps from circula-
tion. A workable strategy was obviously necessary.

Fractional Currency

The government brain trust of Treasury Secretary
Salmon P. Chase, Internal Revenue Commissioner
George Boutwell and Treasurer Francis E. Spinner went
to work. The first plank in their program was laid by the
Act of March 3, 1863. Among other things it provided for the issue of a new
series of Fractional Currency. Importantly, these replacement notes were no
longer to be receivable for Customs. Thus they were no longer legally equiva-
lent to Demand Notes nor specie. This made them less likely to be hoarded
than the failed Postage Currency had been. It also would guarantee their circu-
lation as the least valuable money available: a reverse application of Gresham's
Law.

In addition the Act also pegged the new Federal fractionals to a depreci-
ated greenback (the legal tender notes, rather than the Demand Notes which
were selling at a premium) of floating value. Both considerations would tend to
keep them in circulation where they needed to remain from a monetary stand-
point.

So the plan was a good one. Unfortunately, the new notes were as long
delayed in making an appearance as their predecessors had been. Although
specimens of the new notes had already been printed by February 1863, new
circulating notes in quantity were not ready for release to the public until Oct.
10 because of many production problems, but that delay could not have been
predicted eight months earlier. When the new Fractional Currency was finally
released, it was done on a replacement basis, so the stock of small currency in
circulation (which by then was ample) did not become redundant.

The Treasury brain trust unveiled their redemption and conversion plan
April 1, 1863, in Washington. Immediately the word was flashed to disgrun-
tled merchants and consumers alike via telegraph and newspaper exchanges.

However, official word was slow getting to the West where impatient

Postage Currency was in short supply
everywhere. To remedy the kind of
problem U.S. Depositary Enoch Carson
experienced in Cincinnati with mob
violence, Assistant U.S. Treasurer John
Cisco in New York City issued -- within
a week of the Cincinnati riot -- permits
for an orderly disbursement of the
notes. Permits were issued on Monday-
Thursday and Tuesday-Friday basis.
The author suspects permits were also
issued for Wednesday-Saturday,
although he has never seen one.
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The contruction of the hastily framed Act
which monetited postage stamps and led
to Postage Currency unwittingly made
the notes receivable for import duties.
Because they could be used to pay cus-
toms, they were legally equivalent to
Demand Notes and specie, both of
which sold at a premium. This caused
hoarding of the Postage Currency, which
itself prolonged the difficulties they were
supposed to remedy. The Fractional
Currency authorized by Act of March 3,
1863, remedied this problem.

Cincinnatians waited eagerly for a chance to rid themselves of these small bits
of paper that they had taken to the streets to obtain.

On April 10, 1863, U.S. Customs Collector Carson finally received the
rules for Postal Currency Redemption from his superior Francis E. Spinner,
Treasurer of the United States.

Carson immediately published them. They are strikingly similar to the
Post Office plan for removing circulating stamps, but are interesting enough
to be recounted here:

"(1) Postage Currency, not mutilated (emphasis in the original), when pre-
sented to an Assistant Treasurer, or designated Depositary of the United
States, for redemption, must have been assorted by the holder, according to
denominations, with the faces and upper sides in corresponding order in the

package.
"(2) When presented in sufficient numbers, each package

must contain one hundred pieces; it must be securely pinned
with a paper strap at least one inch wide, and on the strap must
be written, in ink, the number of pieces, denomination, date of
deposit, and the name of the owner.

"(3) The entire deposit must be securely done up in one
package, and upon the wrappers, indorsed with ink, the date of
deposit, the amount contained, and the name and residence of
the owner.

"(4) No sum less than five dollars will be redeemed, and
packages will be paid for in lawful money of the United States,
in the order as to time in which they shall have been received so
soon as the currency can be counted and passed upon."

In other words, the person redeeming notes needed at
least 100 unmutilated notes of a denomination. The immediate
effects of this notice were two fold: (1) People possessing notes
in decent shape would not spend them; and (2) People possess-
ing notes in poor shape could find no takers.

It was like gum on one's shoe. The government created
another tacky administrative boondoggle. It had pulled the plug
on its (finally) moderately successful plan of floating paper small
change in the streams of commerce. What was a person to do?

Well, federaldom also had its plan for mutilated notes,
which constituted the bulk of the original emission by then. Its
"Rules For Redemption of Mutilated Postage Currency" were
concurrently published by Collector Carson. These instructions

given the Customs Collector read:
"Fractional notes, commonly known as Postage Currency, can be

exchanged, if not mutilated (again, the emphasis is in the original) with any
Assistant Treasurer or designated Depositary of the United States, in sums not
less than five dollars. (Note: the minimum requirement for non-mutilated
notes was 100 notes of similar denomination, 100 X 5-cents equals $5.)

"Defaced notes, if whole, are not considered as mutilated; nor is an evi-
dently accidental injury, not reducing the note by more than one-tenth its orig-
inal size, regarded as a mutilation.

"Mutilated fractional notes will be redeemed at the Treasury of the
United States, at Washington (emphasis in the original), under the following
regulations, established as necessary guards against fraud, and for the protec-
tion of the community:

"(1) Fragments of a note will not be redeemed unless it shall be clearly
evident that they constitute one half or more of one original note, in which
case, notes, however mutilated, will be redeemed in proportion to the whole
note, reckoning by fifths.
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"(2) Mutilations less than one tenth will be disregarded, unless fraudulent;
but any mutilation which destroys more than one-tenth the original note, will
reduce the redemption value of the note by one fifth its face value.

"(3) Mutilated notes presented for redemption, must be in sums not less
than three dollars of the original full face value."

Exchanges were made in United States notes and additional Postage
Currency, which the Treasury continued to pay out until May 27. By then
nearly $20 million was outstanding.

What officials used to pay out odd sums after that date before the
Fractional Currency notes were ready that fall is open to speculation. What
can be stated emphatically, however, is that anybody exchanging Postage
Currency for United States notes or Fractional Currency in the fall of 1863 lost
a good deal of money (more than 30 percent) on their differences in value.

That may just be an academic point, today. Having been hard pressed on
many sides, the Cincinnatians who queued up to exchange their Postage
Currency may not have cared. The panic of the year before may have largely
faded from their memories. Given the fickleness of public opinion, they may
have been even eager to be finally rid of the star-crossed notes they had once
wanted so desperately.

One thing is for sure though, the small change riot of Cincinnati is a
unique story not known by many, but well worth the retelling. It was such a
riveting story that when the U.S. Postal Service compiled its Bicentennial
History for Cincinnati, the government sought and received permission to
publish an adaptation of this article in their official history book.
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Fractional Currency was "Receivable in
payment of all dues to the United States
less than Five Dollars EXCEPT CUS-
TOMS." By altering the payment clause
of the notes, Congress rectified a defect
in the Postage Currency when the new
Fractional notes were authorized as can
be seen on this marvelous wide margin
Specimen note.

Don't forget to mail in your dues. We have outstanding National Bank Note
and Obsolete Note articles coming up. We're adding COLOR inside, too!
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